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KNX push button sensor 3 comfort 3-fold 513300

Gira
513300
4010337086857 EAN/GTIN

10083,41 INR excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 5-6 days* (IND)

KNX push button sensor 3 comfort triple 513300 bus system KNX, other bus systems without, mounting type flush-mounted, with theft/dismantling protection, number of
actuation points 6, number of buttons 3, with LED display, material other, material quality other, surface other, design of Surface not applicable, other color, with room
thermostat, protection class (IP) IP20, KNX push button sensor 3 Comfort 3-gang system 55 commissioning rocker Features: Installation on bus coupler 3. Protection against
dismantling thanks to screw connection. Two multicolored status LEDs per control surface. Integrated temperature sensor for measuring and forwarding the local room
temperature. Rocker or button function can be set for each control surface. Rocker function: switching, dimming, shutter control, 1-byte value transmitter, 2-byte value
transmitter, scene extension and room temperature controller extension. Button function: switching, dimming, shutter control, 1-byte value transmitter, 2-byte value transmitter,
scene extension and room temperature controller extension. Controller extension: Operating mode changeover with normal and high priority, defined selection of an operating
mode, changeover between different operating modes, change in presence status, setpoint shift. Blocking object for blocking individual button or rocker functions. Display of an
alarm message by flashing all LEDs. Multicolored status LED (red, green, blue) is configurable globally or individually. A higher-level function can be activated via the bus,
whereby the color and display information of individual status LEDs can be changed depending on the priority. Communication object for controlling the brightness of the status
LED and for lighting the labeling field (e.g. to reduce the brightness in bedrooms at night). Labeling field lighting for rocker sets with labeling field. Labeling field lighting ON,
OFF, automatic switch-off or switchable via object. Notes: Professional lettering via the Gira lettering service The push button sensor is supplied with a program-neutral
commissioning rocker. The matching rocker set for the switch range must be ordered separately.
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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outside the EU.
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a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
before any discounts (Source of gross list prices: Germany).
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